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ABSTRACT: Social media has revolutionized political communication. It offers political parties a mass communication channel that lets them customize and create direct communication with citizens. This study analyses the posts of the main Spanish political parties on their Facebook pages during the 2015 general elections campaign. We quantitatively analyse the parties’ frequency of publication on this social network and the content of their messages through a computerized content analysis. The results indicate that traditional and emergent parties manage their Facebook pages in distinct ways.
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RESUMEN: Las redes sociales han supuesto una revolución para la comunicación política, posibilita a los partidos tener un canal de comunicación masivo con capacidad de personalizar y crear una comunicación directa con los ciudadanos. Este estudio analiza las publicaciones de los principales partidos políticos españoles en Facebook durante la campaña de las elecciones de 2015. Desde una perspectiva cuantitativa, comparamos la frecuencia de publicación y el contenido de los mensajes a través de un análisis computarizado. Los resultados señalan que existen diferencias entre partidos tradicionales y emergentes en la gestión de las páginas de Facebook.
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Introduction

The Internet and social networks represent an unprecedented communication phenomenon. In terms of political communication, they have created not only a new space for interacting with and consuming content, but also a digital public sphere that allows people to publish information and opinions instantaneously and globally. As Dader (2017) points out, in the electoral processes it has gone from the media monopoly to the digital contest. The space held by social networks tends to involve people who are not interested enough in politics to consume information about it. Rather, they are accidentally exposed to such content (Valeriani & Vaccari, 2015).

Current political communication strategies cannot be understood without their digital component, as politicians are fully aware of today’s hybrid strategies (Casero-Ripollés, Feenstra, & Tormey, 2016). Since the 2008 U.S. Elections, considered the beginning of political communication on social media, Facebook and Twitter have gone from being a complementary tool used only by a few candidates to a habitual communication instrument used by nearly every party (Alashri et al., 2016). The two platforms have even replaced blogs as the preferred online channel for political messages (Gamir, 2016; Gamir, Cano-Orón, & Calvo, 2017).

Although offline communication is better at mobilizing people, social network campaigns play a key role in encouraging participation and reaching younger audiences (Aldrich et al., 2016). Having a presence on social networks is important not only because of the large numbers and demographic diversity of people who use them (Alashri et al., 2016), or because men and women use them equally (Bode, 2015), but also because they are the only way to connect with specific audiences. Facebook is one of the leading platforms for digital campaigns, precisely because its characteristics and tools encourage user participation (Williams & Gulati, 2009). As Vaccari and Valeriani point out:

Social media have become central hubs in contemporary flows of political communication across western democracies. By contrast, political parties, one of the key institutions of representative democracy, are facing legitimacy and organizational crises (2016: 294).

Consequently, digital communication management and the image it is used to create on social networks is of vital importance to political parties. Unlike those on web pages, messages published on platforms like Twitter and Facebook lead to a much more dynamic and flexible conversation. This conversation helps create a specific identity for the account holder (Levonian, 2016). In this way, the media cease to play the role of intermediaries. Nowadays, opinion leaders stay tuned to the candidates’ and parties’ updates to access information immediately and more directly.
Some studies indicate that social networks activity is a generational phenomenon: younger candidates post more and older candidates, less (Fenoll, García-Ull, & Rodríguez-Ballesteros, 2016). Larsson and Kalsnes (2014) suggested that social networks activity represents a greater opportunity for new politicians than for those already in power. Indeed, they confirmed that high-ranking politicians tend to have largely inactive social media accounts, while those in the middle of their career tend to maintain more active accounts. This is because the goal of online communication is to persuade and mobilize the electorate, with little attention paid to policy debate (Koc-Michalska, Lilleker, Smith, & Weissmann, 2016). On the same token, Larsson (2016) explained that online political activity increases during election campaigns.

In Spain, interaction typically takes place among individual social networks users, and, in most cases, there is little to no dialogue between the parties and the electorate (Koc-Michalska et al., 2016; de Sá, Araújo, & de Oliveira, 2016). Despite the bidirectionality and permanent contact social networks allow for, social media users tend not to participate in the conversations that arise from their posts (Haro-de-Rosario, Sáez-Martín, & Caba-Pérez, 2016; Zamora & Zurutuza, 2014). Indeed, the parties use digital resources following hierarchical and unidirectional criteria (Vaccari, 2013). Nitschke, Donges, & Schade (2016) analyzed the type of content published in online conversations and detected that the traditional political parties use social networks to lead people to other party-created, online content, that is, not to encourage debate but to market themselves. Nevertheless, newer parties link to a greater variety of sources and encourage an exchange of ideas and perspectives (Nitschke, Donges, & Schade, 2016).

López-García (2016) detected the same differences on Twitter during Spain’s 2015 General Elections campaign. Whereas the traditional parties published specific policy proposals, the new parties focused on using emotion to mobilize the electorate. Even though social networks offer a bidirectional channel for constant communication with the citizenry, neither the elected representatives nor the major parties engage in meaningful dialogue with social networks users through their online publications, whether on Twitter (Alonso-Muñoz, Marcos-García, & Casero-Ripollés, 2016; Alonso-Muñoz, Miquel-Segarra, & Casero-Ripollés, 2016) or Facebook (Valera, Sampietro, & Fenoll, 2017), a tendency observed in Western European (Vaccari, 2013) and Latin American democracies (Muñiz et al., 2016).

Party differences in the use of communication technology cannot be explained by national or party characteristics, but rather by the individual choices of the parties’ strategists, who make decisions based on their evaluation of the tools’ utility (Koc-Michalska et al., 2016). Indeed, in their longitudinal study of several EU countries from 2009 to 2014, the researchers confirmed that “parties do not use the full potential that the architecture of the web is offering” (2016:16). Differences in
how the parties use social networks are related to their representation in government (Larsson, 2016; Ruás-Araújo, Puentes-Rivera, & Míguez-González, 2016). That is, parties with more representatives in parliament worry less about social networks than parties in the minority. Thus, the smaller parties must make as much noise as possible on social media to disrupt the established media logic. This can be applied to Spain in terms of Podemos and Ciudadanos.

1. Spain’s 2015 General Elections

Spain’s 2015 General Elections sparked the country’s interest due to the emergence of two new parties (the progressive Podemos and the liberal Ciudadanos) capable of affecting the formation of government. They are also the only elections in which Podemos participates in the campaign alone, since in 2016 it was in coalition. Thus, in contrast with the left-right dichotomy that characterized the two-party system represented by the country’s traditional political parties —the conservative People’s Party (PP) and the social–democratic Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party (PSOE)—, there arose a new distribution of seats in parliament revolving around the parties’ institutional history. In the Twitter campaign, we detected differences not between ideologies but rather between the logics of the new and old party leadership (López García, 2016). Whereas the new parties posted content geared towards using emotion to mobilize the electorate, the traditional parties published their campaign platforms’ specific proposals. On the same token, Sampietro and Valera (2015) confirmed that during the 2014 European Elections, Podemos’s Facebook discourse was based on the marked use of positive emotions and the first-person plural pronoun, a feature that distinguished it from other parties. This coincides with the results of international studies, such as that of Nitschke, Donges, and Schade (2014), which indicate that, on Facebook, old and new political organizations communicate in distinct ways.

Regarding Facebook campaigning, Gamir et al. (2017) discussed how, although the left-wing Podemos had more politicians with active accounts during campaign season, the politicians of the conservative People’s Party were the most prolific posters. Nonetheless, in terms of candidates for prime minister, Pablo Iglesias published more posts than Pedro Sánchez, Albert Rivera, and Mariano Rajoy, respectively. On another note, Puentes-Rivera, Ruás-Araújo, and Dapena-González (2017) detected politicians no longer post the same way. Whereas they used to rely mostly on text, visual content is now predominant.

This study analyses how the most-voted political parties in Spain’s 2015 General Elections used Facebook. In particular, we aim to detect the differences among each party’s communicative strategy, focusing on the logics of new and old parties and examining in greater detail the characteristics detected in previous studies. In keeping with the theoretical framework, we propose the following hypothesis:
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H: Spanish political parties use of Facebook differs depending on how long they have been in existence.

To accept or reject this hypothesis, we will attempt to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: Do the parties’ politicians interact with citizens on Facebook to differing degrees?
RQ2: Do the parties address different subject matter in their Facebook posts?
RQ3: Does the emotional weight of the parties’ Facebook posts differ?
RQ4: Do the parties use the first-person plural form of verbs to differing degrees in their Facebook posts?

2. Methodology

To answer the research questions, we examined the Facebook posts made during Spain’s 2015 General Elections campaign by the top four Spanish political parties, namely, PP, PSOE, Podemos, and Ciudadanos.

To compile the corpus, we used FacePager (Keyling & Jünger, 2013) to download the posts and comments made on Facebook pages. We collected 535 posts, 8 comments, and 129 responses published on Facebook by the four political parties during the election campaign. We defined post as the parties’ original publications and comment as the parties’ messages in response to the original post. We defined response as the parties’ comments in response to comments made by other users.

The study employs various quantitative analysis techniques to answer the research questions. To answer RQ1, we analysed the parties’ post frequency and their level of interaction. After creating contingency tables and applying the Chi-square test, we determined which differences between frequencies were statistically significant.

To answer RQ2, we performed a quantitative content analysis using WordStat (Provalis Research, 2017), which several studies in the field of social networks have already used (Al-Rawi, 2017; Bruns & Burgess, 2012; Conway, Kenski & Wang, 2015; Davalos et al., 2015; Groshek & Al-Rawi, 2013). The software allowed us to count the number of key words used and to group posts based on the similarity of their subject matter through a hierarchical cluster analysis for each party. To determine the degree of co-occurrence proximity, we calculated the Jaccard coefficient (J), which compares the frequency at which two words appear together in the same comment with the frequency at which they appear in isolation (Tan, Steinback, & Kumar, 2006). Thus, a value close to one indicates that the words appear together in every instance, whereas a value close to zero indicates that they never appear together.
To answer RQ3 and RQ4, we used the Spanish-language version of the LIWC dictionary (Pennebaker et al., 2015) to measure the frequency of words that appear in posts from distinct categories. For RQ3, we used emotional categories (negative emotions and positive emotions), whereas in RQ4, we quantified the words related to the first-person plural category (we, us, our, etc.). Researchers have used this program in studies on emotion analysis (Bae & Lee, 2012; Caton, Hall, & Weinhardt, 2015; Stieglitz & Dang-Xuan, 2012; Tumasjan et al., 2010), as well as analyses of the linguistic patterns of discourse (Lin & Qiu, 2013; Rúas-Araújo, Puentes-Rivera, & Míguez-González, 2016; Fernández-Cabana, Rúas-Araújo, & Alves-Pérez, 2014). To identify any differences among the parties’ discourses, we performed a one-way ANOVA test in which we established the dictionary’s three categories as the independent variables. When the homoscedasticity requirement was met, we applied Scheffé’s post hoc test, whereas when variances were not homogeneous we used the Games-Howell test.

3. Results

To answer RQ1, we examined the 672 posts and responses published by the four parties during the election campaign. Table 1 shows the absolute frequency, percentage, and standardized residuals for each type of message (post, comment, response).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>PSOE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residuals</td>
<td>–5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment on post</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residuals</td>
<td>–2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to user comment</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residuals</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Four cells (33.3%) have an expected frequency less than 5. The minimum expected frequency is 0.80.
The People’s Party both posts and responds to users’ comments more than any other party. PSOE and Podemos are in a distant second and third place, respectively, with a similar number of posts. In last place, Ciudadanos has the smallest number of both posts and responses. The results of the Fisher’s exact test indicate that the differences among categories are statistically significant $[F(6, n = 672) = 87.95, p < .001]$.

The adjusted standardized residuals analysis indicates some statistical differences between the distinct types of posts. First, it is noteworthy that Podemos did not publish any comments or responses, causing the number of original posts to be statistically greater than the expected value ($Z = 6.1$). Second, the PP published a statistically high number of responses ($Z = 5.8$). Lastly, the PSOE posted comments at a significantly higher level than expected ($Z = 4.8$).

Regarding the subject matter of the parties’ posts, we performed a hierarchical conglomerate test of the 12,708 words used in the 535 posts to establish the co-occurrences in each party’s lexicon. Figure 1 shows the similarity index of the parties’ words in their Facebook page posts. The dendrogram shows two blocks based on the co-occurrence of the words used, one formed by PP and PSOE ($J = .44$) and the other by Podemos and Ciudadanos ($J = .28$) Thus, we have found the similarity of the posts’ subject matter to be related to how long the party has existed, with a marked similarity between the traditional parties’ posts.

![Figure 1](source.png)

**Source:** prepared by the authors.

**Figure 1**

Similarity index of words used in posts, per party

Figure 2 shows the key word conglomerates map, in which the size of clusters is linked to how frequently a term appears and spatial proximity is linked to the terms’ proximity to one another in posts. The map confirms the presence of two blocks: on the right are the words most used by the traditional parties (vote, platform, Spaniards, and links to live streamed campaign events), and on the left are the words most used by the emergent parties (hope, future, change, and details about where campaign events will take place).
Nonetheless, a thorough analysis reveals differences in the subject matter of the parties’ posts. While PSOE and Ciudadanos mention only their respective candidates, PP and Podemos repeatedly refer to the other parties’ leaders, such as Podemos’s Íñigo Errejón, and the PP’s Javier Maroto, Pablo Casado, and María Dolores de Cospedal.

As a result of posting more, the PP’s posts also address more issues. In addition to promoting their candidate, mentioned in 29.13% of posts, the PP’s Facebook page also promotes the party’s official web page in 25.98% of posts. The party’s posts also link the PP (then the majority in parliament) with the Spanish Government (11.02%), ask people to vote for the party with the hashtag #VotaEnSerio (vote seriously) (9.84%), and mention María Dolores de Cospedal (9.84%), streaming of live campaign rallies (8.27%), candidate debates (5.51%), as well as several topics from their political agenda, such as employment (5.12%) and corruption (2.36%). The PP’s posts mention other parties’ candidates, especially to criticize the PSOE candidate (2.36%) for his proposed three-party coalition and the deficit left by the previous socialist government.

The PSOE’s Facebook page focuses on the party’s candidate, Pedro Sánchez (28.57%), and on the PP’s candidate’s unfulfilled promises (17.86%). The third-most used word in the PSOE posts is vote (13.39%), followed by the party’s hashtags.

* R2 = .101, Stress = .439, case occurrence ≥ 10.

**Figure 2**
Concept map of key words on parties’ Facebook pages*
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(10.71%) #PedroPresidente and #VotaPSOE, and references to the party’s platform (8.93%), equality (8.04%), and education (7.14%). The party also links to its webpage (5.36%) and to streaming content (4.46%).

Podemos promotes its candidate, Pablo Iglesias, in 30.51% of its Facebook posts. Not far behind, the party uses words from its campaign slogans, such as country (27.97%) and people (22.03%). The party mentions its second-in-command, Íñigo Errejón, in 21.86% of its posts. The politician is followed by the words campaign (16.95%), future (16.95%), comeback (11.86%), hope (9.32%), change (8.47%), and corruption (5.93%). Unlike PP and PSOE, Podemos does not mention the other parties’ candidates.

Lastly, Ciudadanos highlights its candidate, Albert Rivera, in 35.29% of its posts, more than any other party. Rivera is followed by the hashtag #RutaCiudadana (Citizen Way) (35.19%) and the words hope (27.45%), campaign (25.49%), shares (19.61%), change (15.69%), country (7.84%), corruption (5.88%), and future (5.88%). Like Podemos, Ciudadanos refrains from mentioning the other candidates in its posts, except for one brief message of support to Mariano Rajoy after the PP candidate was physically attacked during a campaign rally.

In addition to the content analysis of the words most used by the parties, we also performed a deeper analysis using the LIWC dictionary categories to identify any differences in the posts’ and comments’ emotional weight, how the parties address the users, and the verb tenses used to frame their messages. Table 2 shows the mean and the standard deviation of the words that express negative emotions, positive emotions, and the first-person plural in the four parties’ posts, comments and responses. To identify any significant differences among the parties, we performed a one-way ANOVA test for each party, establishing the dictionary’s three categories as the independent variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>PP</th>
<th>PSOE</th>
<th>Podemos</th>
<th>Ciudadanos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative emotions</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive emotions</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We/us</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: prepared by the authors.
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The limited number of words with negative emotions in the parties’ publications indicate that the campaign transpired without much animosity. The variance analysis results are significant \( [F(3, 243.11) = 3.15, p = .026] \), though the post hoc Games-Howell test only found significant differences \( (p = .024) \) between the negative emotions used by PP \( (M = 0.19) \) and those used by Ciudadanos \( (M = 0.07) \).

For positive emotions, too, the ANOVA test yields a significant result \( [F(3, 668) = 6.42, p < .001] \). An analysis of the results of the Scheffé post hoc test reveals that the differences between the means of words with positive emotional weight used by the traditional parties are statistically smaller than those used by the emergent parties. Podemos and Ciudadanos ran positive campaigns, reflected in a greater number of words with positive emotions.

The difference in the use of words reflecting the first-person plural (we, us, our, etc.) is also significant \( [F(3, 188.21) = 12.21, p > .001] \). Here, the Games-Howell test also confirms differences between the traditional and emergent parties. As shown in Table 2, Podemos and Ciudadanos use the we for addressee or third party (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002) significantly more often than PP and PSOE.

4. Conclusions

Facebook is an extremely important channel for modern online political communication, as it one of the social networks most used to encourage participation in election campaigns (Williams & Gulati, 2009). Politicians and candidates use the platform to create their digital image (Levonian, 2016), thereby wresting power from the intermediaries (Karlsen, 2015). Moreover, these platforms are an indispensible tool for groups lacking representation in parliament or sufficient media impact to reach the mass media audience.

Nonetheless, our study shows that the traditional majority parties published the most posts in the 2015 election campaign, in line with studies conducted in a similar period (Ballesteros et al., 2017). These results differ from those obtained in previous studies, in which candidates and parties with the greatest representation in parliament were the least active on social networks during the campaign for prime minister (Gamir et al., 2017; Larsson, 2016; Rúas-Araújo, Puentes-Rivera, & Míguez-González, 2016). It seems the pressure exerted by minority parties and their pre-eminence on social networks has spurred the election machines of the major parties to evolve and incorporate these new channels into their communication strategies. On the same token, we have detected an emerging trend in the heads of party lists’ social networks activity during the 2015 campaign: major party politicians made a greater than average number of Facebook posts (Gamir et al., 2017).
Additionally, the results reflect differences in how the parties interact with the citizenry on social networks. Whereas the older parties dedicate part of their social networks activity to interacting with the citizenry, emergent parties, like Podemos, mostly use Facebook as a channel to spread their messages directly, and not as a tool to interact with supporters. As Jackson and Lilleker point out: “Political parties still seek to a significant extent to control the communication process and to inform rather than interact” (2009: 247). Thus, the level of interaction with users depends on the strategy of each party (Kalsnes, 2016), and the interactive potential of social networks may end up diluted in a colonization of the new digital communication spaces for electoral purposes (Lilleker & Jackson, 2010).

Our content analysis of the posts, in keeping with a Twitter-focused study of the same campaign (López-García, 2016), shows differences stemming from the parties’ age. First, the traditional parties pay more attention to their campaign platform, as seen on Twitter during the 2011 General Elections (Zamora & Zurutuza, 2014). Second, the new parties emphasize the leader figure and run positive campaigns that heavily use the we for addressee or third party to engage users emotionally, as also pointed out by Abejón et al. (2017) in a qualitative analysis of the same elections. Previous studies had already found that Podemos’s Facebook discourse in the 2014 European Elections heavily featured positive emotions and first-person plural pronouns (Sampietro & Valera, 2015). Thus, given that Spanish political parties use Facebook differently depending on how long they have existed, both in terms of how they craft their messages and how they engage with citizens on their Facebook walls, we can accept the foundational hypothesis of our research.

Regarding our study’s limitations, although using computer-assisted content analysis programs can reduce the rich detail found in human codification, we hold that the reproducibility of results and the ability to codify copious amounts of information justify using such programs in the study of online political communication. Nonetheless, we should point out several restrictions when extrapolating from our study’s results. For example, our research focuses on the Facebook messages published by political parties and does not examine the posts made by candidates or messages published on other platforms. Additionally, the period of study is limited to the campaign. Consequently, we cannot speak to the nature of messages published beyond the context of the elections. Future studies should examine more cross-sectional and longitudinal corpora to determine if these differences are maintained throughout time and on other social networks.

Finally, the lower activity of emerging parties on Facebook may be due to a communicative strategy that seeks to obtain greater visibility in the media and bets on the use of Twitter, because the media pay more attention to this network (Abejón et al., 2017: 137). In addition, the larger budget of the majority parties can explain the publication of a greater number of posts and a higher
level of interaction with the users of its pages, as suggested by the fact that the PP invests 290,000 € for the Facebook campaign of the 2016 elections¹. In this sense, in all the provinces where the Facebook ads were focused, the PP took the deputy in dispute with Ciudadanos. Future research should incorporate qualitative techniques, such as interviews with campaign teams in social networks, to confirm these hypotheses.
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